withholding Oregon coast water mgmt. funds

1 message

Wed, Dec 25, 2013 at 10:57 PM

To: joelle.gore@noaa.gov

Dear Sir or Mame,

For decades I have not been happy with land slips including those that bury rail and road lines. I have not been happy with the State's clear cuts all across the coast range. We write letters of complaint. Some of the groups sue time and time again. Yet it seems to me that little really changes as the lumber industry lobby is so strong.

So I write in support of the federal govt. with holding funds due to Oregon not adequately controlling pollution into our coastal streams and rivers. It is time. Way too much silt and way to much clearing and development right down along our precious waterway: clean water and salmon and other values have been traded away far too long and too much.

Thanks for taking this bold step to shine the spotlight on Oregon's lack of enough progress.